EMA workshop @ SMC2017

Date: Friday 7th July from 18:00 to 19:15 in Groningen, the Netherlands


Carstens Medizinelektronik will present The Dual arrangement of the Articulograph AG501.

Articulography: Practical use and exchange of experiences

The workshop addresses researchers working or interested in the field of articulography. Carstens will present the actual state of AG501’s program and hardware. The Articulograph AG501 will be demonstrated as Dual arrangement by Mark Tiede. General discussion to exchange experiences from user to user.

Agenda - your suggestions

The focus lies on sharing and discussing practical issues of articulography, so the agenda of the workshop is dictated to a large extent by the interests of the participants.

Let us know your suggestions for the agenda, if there are topics you would like to discuss or questions you would like to be answered.

We are looking forward to seeing you at the SMC2017 in Groningen...